By purchasing this product you have acquired a high-quality, versatile and
practice-oriented lamp stand / studio stand with long-term quality.
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We hope you enjoy using our product
Your team from WALSER

Setting up the lamp stand, extending of the center column segment and the
tripod legs
Loosen the locking screw of the tripod lock (5). Pull the tripod legs (8) outwards
and press the tripod star (6) downwards. This spreads the legs. Set the desired
angle of the tripod legs. Fix the tripod legs by tightening the tripod lock screw (5).

MINI LAMP STAND 40 CM
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Proceed when folding the stand in the reverse order.
WARNING! Risk of squiering fingers through the struts of the
tripod legs (7).
Height adjustment
The tripod is equipped with a telescopic center column that can be extended. The
locking clamps of the center column (3) are fixed by the tripod locks (4). To adjust
the height of the tripod, loosen the tripod locks (4) by turning counterclockwise.
Set to the desired height and tighten the screws again. Press the center column
elements down to check that all locks are fixed correctly. The stand is now ready
to use.
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Installation of equipment on the tripod
Using the adapter on the top, you can attach devices such as studio flashes, led
lights, softboxes, poles etc. to this stand. Loosen the mounting screw of the bracket. Insert the holder of your device from above into the tripod adapter (1) and fix
the holder screw.
On the upper end of the mounting adapter (1) a 1/4 inch thread can be used. You
can also attach suitable equipment here.
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Components lamp stand
1 Fixation adapter
2 Telescope center column
3 Locking clamp
4 Tripod locks
5	Locking screw lamp stand angle adjustment
6 Tripod star
7 Tripod leg struts
8 Tripod legs
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Instructions for use and care of the tripod
 P
 lease note that lamp tripods must be set up on a sufficiently stable, level surface to ensure maximum stability and load capacity.
 P
 lease note the information regarding the maximum load capacity of your tripod
model (see technical data).
 T
 ake into account that the specified load values apply to equipment placed
centrally on the tripod. Depending on the equipment used (and the leverage that
occurs), the maximum load values may differ from the specified maximum value.
 P
 lease note that moisture on the center pillar elements significantly reduces the
holding force and the center pillar segments can correspondingly sink downwards under load. Therefore, if necessary, dry the center column elements with
a soft, absorbent cloth (e.g. made of cotton).
 In general, all elements of this lamp tripod are maintenance-free. However, regular removal of sand, dust and other contaminants is recommended. If you notice
a scratching or grating sound when moving the center column segments, please
remove the impurities with a soft, damp cloth.
 W
 hen adjusting the center column with mounted equipment, for your own safety
and to protect the built-in equipment, make sure that you hold the corresponding
center segment with one hand while loosening the locks before loosening the
tripod locks.

Technical specifications

Walimex pro Mini lamp stand
Item number
Tripod type
Max. Working height
Min. Working height
Minimum pack size
Max. Load capacity tripod
Weight
Number of central column segments
Number of segments center column extendable
Type tripod locks
Ø tripod segment
Ø Footprint max.
Adapter connection
Stand pipes
Locking clips
Tripod closures
Tripod feet

We are here for you!
If you need help or a free, individual consultation from our trained specialist
personnel, please contact our service team.

16956
Lamp stand
40 cm
26 cm
24 cm
2,5 kg
0,335 kg
2
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Wing
23, 20  mm
26 cm
1/4" Thread
Aluminum
Plastic
Metal
Rubber

We are happy to help!
Your WALSER Team
Email/homepage
info@walser.de
www.walser.de
Our postal address:
WALSER GmbH & Co. KG
Senefelderstrasse 23
86368 Gersthofen
Germany

Scope of delivery
•	1x Walimex pro Mini Lamp stand
NOTE:

 D
 o not move an equipped tripod with the center column extended or only very
carefully and flatly above the floor. There is often an unexpectedly strong and
very suddenly occurring leverage effect with heavy equipment in combination
with a large central column extension. Due to the design-heavy head of a lamp
tripod with built-in equipment, the tripod can tip over at lightning speed and the
attached device can be damaged and / or injure the operator.

Our warranty promise
WALSER is known for its high-quality workmanship, optimal functionality and
customer-oriented service. To highlight our exceptional service level, we offer a 2
year warranty for this Walimex pro product. This warranty is only valid in combination with your purchase receipt.
If you would like to utilize our warranty, contact us by email at
info@foto-walser.de. Our comprehensive guarantee as well as its scope the can
be found at www.foto-walser.de/en/warranty.

Niclas Walser
Inhaber

